Introduction their text. Not only has the text deteriorated over the passage of a millennium, but ancient variants of Chinese characters were frequently used. Thus, research on mokgan is largely preoccupied with the work of identifying and deciphering the text. Much of this paper, too, will be allocated to this important area of research.
Once the text is deciphered, a wooden tablet is generally classified according to its content (i.e. function), either as a tag for labeling objects or as an inscribed record. The former are often referred to as label mokgan, which in Japan are further classified into "package mokgan" (Jap. nifuda mokkan 荷札木簡) and "tag mokgan" (Jap. tsukefuda mokkan 付札木簡). Package mokgan contain text that describes what is being sent and from whom. Tag mokgan contain text that describes what is held or stored in a container and when the contents were made or deposited therein. There are also mokgan which served as official documentation of administrative procedures within the bureaucracy. Because their primary usage was to record and document official business, such documentation mokgan differ from label mokgan. If a text can neither be classified as a document nor a label, it is usually deemed as "other" or a "miscellaneous" mokgan (Kor. gita mokgan 其他木簡).
These miscellaneous mokgan can range from those containing scholarly writing (hakseup 學習), calligraphic practice (seupseo 習書), and poetry/songs (siga 詩歌). Fragments copied from the Analects (noneo 論語) onto wooden tablets are representative of scholarly mokgan, and are commonly found in China, Korea, and Japan, along with other calligraphic practice mokgan. Scholarly interest in Korean poetry mokgan began with Kim Yeonguk (2003) , who was the first to discuss the "Suksega" 宿世歌 mokgan excavated at the temple site of Neungsan-ri in Buyeo 夫餘 陵山里寺址, which contains a fragment of Baekje period poetry. As a result, poetry mokgan has been classified as a separate, distinct type of miscellaneous mokgan. A prominent example of a Japanese poetry mokgan is the Man'yō ka 萬葉歌 mokgan, excavated from the Shigarakinomiya 紫香樂宮 site in 1997 and deciphered by Professor Sakaehara Towao in 2008. Sakaehara's work supports the separate classification of poetry mokgan in its reconstruction of the standard dimension and form of a poetry tablet.
2 These academic studies have been widely covered in both Korean and Japanese media, respectively, reflecting the significance of their findings.
The primary focus of this paper is to identify and decipher two texts inscribed on wooden tablets from the Silla period that have not yet been thoroughly studied. Findings reveal that these tablets contain Silla poetry. One appears to be an irregular hansi 漢詩 and the other a hyangga 鄕歌 fragment. In this paper, "poetry" is defined from a common sense point of view. First, poetry should express human sentiments. According to this aspect of the definition, label mokgan and document mokgan would of course be disqualified as examples of such poetry mokgan. Second, poetry should display the formal qualities of verse. Verse is defined as regulated language that follows a certain rhythm or meter.
The wooden tablets that contain poetry from Silla, and which are the focus of this study, are the Gyeongju Anapji Pond 慶州 雁鴨池 Wooden Tablet no. 20 and Gyeongju National Museum Wooden Tablet no. 1. 3 These are not wooden tablets that were created for practical purposes. A simple examination of the physical shape of label mokgan and document mokgan reveals their practical purpose. If the piece of wood has been sharpened so as to be stuck in an object, or shows V-shaped grooves around the neck for stringing, it was most likely a label tablet. Wooden tablets with punched holes were used for binding, a characteristic of document mokgan. However, the wooden tablets discussed in this paper were not processed in such a way. A simple consideration of their physical appearance evinces that these tablets were not intended for practical purposes, and thus, they must be a type of miscellaneous mokgan.
Image 1

Image 2
Image 3 Image 4
Let us begin by considering the tablet's physical dimensions. It is a doublesided wooden tablet measuring 14.5×4.2×1.0 cm, and the fact that both its upper and lower parts are intact suggests that it qualifies as a fully-intact tablet. Considering dates such as "Tianbao 11 天寶十一載" (752 CE) and "Baoying 4 寶應四䄵" (765 CE) found on other wooden tablets from Anapji Pond, this tablet has been estimated to date from the third quarter of the eighth century (Yi 1979) .
Since the tablet is double-sided, one must distinguish which surface constitutes the first (frontal) side and which the second (verso). This is an almost impossible task if one only looks at the physical shape of the tablet. Images 1 and 2 show an undamaged upper part, but Images 3 and 4 reveal damage around the center of the upper part. If one looks more carefully at the lower part (Images 1 and 2), it is noticeable that the parts that were damaged during the production of the tablet have a darker hue. On the contrary, the central area of the upper part is scratched and features "brighter" spots, as if it had been picked with a skewer. Scratches with this sort of bright spots are due to damage that was inflicted during the tablet's excavation. Fortunately, the areas with text have only minimal damage.
Previous attempts to identify the text (compiled in Table 1 below) have concluded that the side with the upper part fully intact appears to be the first side, and the side with the upper part damage appears to be the second side. Without interpreting the text on the tablet, the only way to determine its front and back would be through its physical shape as such. As it happens, this previous conclusion regarding the tablet's sides concurs with that of this paper.
Whereas most label mokgan have a single line of text on each side, this wooden tablet has two lines on each side. With a width of 4.2 cm, this wooden tablet is also wider than others. This must be related to the practice of writing two lines per-side. The first line on each side consists of six graphs, and the second line five. Son (2011) has argued that the first line of the second side consists of seven graphs, but this assertion appears to be an error. What comes below the last graph "壬" † appears to be darkening of the wood rather than traces of ink. This can be confirmed by Images 3 and 4.
Various reconstructions of the text of this wooden tablet are shown in Table  1 . This list is based on data compiled by Changwon National Research Institute of Cultural Heritage (2006, 186) , verified by the author, together with the author's identification of the graphs. It is striking that apart from a few graphs, the text as identified in the various sources differs significantly. As the text on this tablet is in fact quite legible, such inconsistencies can only be attributed to 
宿 日 壬 † Editors' note: as a matter of policy, this journal always adds Romanization and interpretation to Chinese characters. However, an exception has been made in this case; since the reconstruction of many characters on the wooden boards is tenuous and the reconstruction of the pronunciation very difficult, it has been decided to give only the characters in discussions of the reconstruction of the original texts on the tablets. poor identification.
Let us begin with the first graph on the first line of side 1 (front side). This graph was first identified by Son (2006) as "剋." Writing practices in ancient Korea often allowed for the substitution of "儿" in "兄" with "兀," and the "兀" in "克" shown in Image 5 below appears to be such a case. Likewise, "刂" in "剋" may be replaced by "寸," as in Image 5. Epitaphs such as the "Zhongyaojian Jizhibiao" 鍾繇薦季直表 from the Wei 魏 (220-265 CE) and the "Qiuzhe Muzhi"
丘哲墓誌 from the Northern Wei 北魏 (386-534 CE) also feature examples of this (Henshū bu 2007, 319) , indicating that this practice originated in China. Thus, the graph in Image 5 has been correctly identified as "剋."
The second graph seen in Image 6 below has been presumed to be "華 ?
" or "榮 ?
," but it should be noted that what appears to be the final vertical stroke of "華" is not a brush stroke but part of an annual ring on the wood that runs vertically. If we disregard this ring, the last stroke then resembles "一." Assuming that this "一" is a cursive form of "灬," Image 6 is most likely "熟," as Son (2011) has suggested.
The third graph of line 1 of side 1 (Image 7) is undoubtedly "犯." Cases in which "犯" is read as "抱" stem from mistaking "犭" for "扌." The difference becomes clear if one contrasts it with "扌" that appears in Image 8. There have been cases where the left side of Image 8 is read as "木" and Image 8 as a whole "相," but this is also a mistake. What may seem to be the fourth stroke of "木" in Image 8 is in fact not a brush stroke but a scratch on the wood. This can be reaffirmed by consulting the colored version of Image 8. Identifying the right side of Image 8 as "目" is also a mistake. It is more probable that it should be taken to be an older variant of "旨." There are many examples from ancient Korea where "匕" of "旨" is rendered as "二, 느, or 上" in calligraphy; it is most likely that the graph in Image 8 appears as "느." Thus, Image 8 can be identified as "指."
The left side of the fifth character of line 1 (Image 9) is most definitely "禾," and the right side is probably "幷" as Son (2006) suggested. Combining the two sides results in "禾幷," which would be pronounced as /hua/ (何戈切) and would mean the head of a coffin (棺頭) (Morohashi 1984, 8734) . This is a very rare character and therefore this interpretation is hard to accept. Instead, it should be noted that the same graph was often used in the Northern Wei as a variant form of "耕." The graph "禾幷" is found in epitaphs, such as the "Zhengdaozhao Zhengxixia Bei" 鄭道昭鄭羲下碑, "Zhangmenglong Bei" 張猛龍碑, and "Liugendeng Zaoxiangji" 劉根等造像記 (Henshū bu 2007 (Henshū bu , 2163 . Accordingly, the graph is identified as "禾幷" and deciphered as equivalent to "耕." The graph "耕" has the dual meaning of "plowing a field" and "suppressing (flattening) things." Interpreting it as having the latter meaning seems the most appropriate here. The last graph on line 1 of the first side (Image 10) is clearly "慰." The Table 2 above is a summary of the discussion thus far.
Let us now turn to the identification of line 2 on side 1. Every scholar thus far has read the first graph of line 2 as "璧." There is an agreement on the third and fourth graphs as well: "琴" and "現," respectively. Some have identified the fifth graph as "榮 ?
," but it is in fact "碧" (Son 2011). The second graph (Image 12), however, remains a matter of debate. It has been suggested that it should be identified as "襂 ? ," but because the left side of Image 12 is similar to the cursive form of "音" and the right side resembles the cursive form of "甹,"
4 such an identification is difficult to accept. However, there is no known character that resembles "音甹." Among graphs that contain "音" as a radical on the left and resemble Image 12, the cursive form of "韶" might be a possibility if it were not for the right "召," which does not fit. Since the right side of Image 12 is most probably "甹," one might propose it to be read as "聘." However, the left side is quite different from the cursive form of "耳." The graph "身甹," a variant form of "聘," might also be a possibility, but it also does not correspond well with the left radical. Therefore, this graph is left as unknown (□). Table 3 illustrates the conclusions argued above. The first graph on line 1 of side 2 is "憂" (Image 16 below). With an understanding that "心" appearing in the middle of "憂" has been simplified into a single stroke "乛," this graph can easily be read as "憂." The second graph is "辱" (Image 17 below). No scholar thus far has been able to identify this graph due to the faintness of the traces of its brush strokes, but if one assumes that "寸" must have come below "辰," the graph as a whole can be read as "辱." The first graph on line 1 of side 2, or "憂," is a Chinese character which expresses a mental state, as is the second graph "辱"; this is indicative of content related to human sentiment.
As illustrated by Image 18 below, the third graph is obscure to the extent that it is completely illegible. However, what can be noted is that this graph fills up a relatively narrow vertical space. (In accordance with the size of the other images, Image 18 has been intentionally enlarged in this paper.) The kinds of graphs that can be written in such minimal space are limited; they are for example "一, 亦, or 以." However, we leave the identification of the third graph as unknown.
The fourth graph (Image 19) was identified by Son (2011) as "送." The radical "辶" of "送" is written in cursive style, making it look like "一" or "乚." The fifth graph (Image 20) has yet to be identified, but there is high probability that it is "日." "送日" would be a common compound word, carrying the meaning "the setting sun."
At first glance, the last graph (Image 21) appears to be "乇," but is identified here as "壬" based on the reading of Son (2006) . If it is in fact "乇," the final stroke "乚" should look like a dragon's tail at the end, but this is not the case here. Also, it appears that the third stroke and the fourth stroke are connected, which seems to be the result of intending to write "壬" in a semi-cursive style. Thus, this graph is identified as "壬." The graph "壬" means to carry or to bear, which allows us to interpret line 1 on side 2 (憂辱□送日壬) as "grief and shame [ ] bearing (carrying) the setting sun." If Image 21 were to be identified as "乇," this line could be interpreted as "grief and shame [ ] entrusting the setting sun," which is inconsistent with the poetic theme of solitary agony. Such a literary judgment also supports the identification of Image 21 as "壬." The following Table 4 is a summary of our discussion thus far.
Let us now proceed to line 2 of side 2. As can be seen from Images 22 through 26, the first graph of line 2 on side 2 is "是," the second "法," the third "念," and the fifth "宿" (Son 2011). In Image 23, the left side "氵" of "法" is written in cursive style, and the lower side of Image 24 is a bit obscure but can still be read as "心." The first brush stroke of "宿" in Image 26 is not visible, but it should be noted that skipping the first stroke of "宀" and writing it as "冖" was a style quite common in ancient Korea and China. What comes below "冖" is most certainly "佰."
The identification of the graph in Image 25 poses significant problems. Not only has the ink run in darkish shades but the brush strokes are also obscure, making this part of the line completely illegible. That does not necessarily mean that we should conclude that Image 25 has been left as a blank space. There is enough space for a graph between the "念" that precedes Image 25 and the "宿" that follows. Therefore, this graph is left as unknown, but is assumed to be an adverb closest in meaning to "solitarily," "lonesomely," or "tossing and turning." Table 5 above is a summary of line 2 on side 2. Table 6 below is a full summary of our text identification thus far discussed. Identifications are listed on the left, and translations on the right.
Put together like this, this interpretation strongly suggests that this wooden tablet contains a quatrain. The separation of lines (line feed) in the space provided in the lower part of the tablet further supports this claim. When writing classical Chinese prose in East Asia, it was common to write without leaving any spaces, but such was not the case when writing verse. For example, when writing five-character, four-line curtailed poems (Ch. wuyan jueju 五言絶句), the first or introductory line (Ch. yiju 一句/ qiju 起句) would be followed by a line feed-regardless of how much space is available-before going on to the second or development line (Ch. erju 二句/ chengju 承句). This However, such logic is only applicable when we accept a view point based on stringent definitions of hansi form. In fact, there may have been variant prosodic conventions in Silla different from those of regular hansi. We therefore must admit the possibility that a distinct hansi form, comparable to vernacular samgu yungmyeong 三句六名 of Silla hyangga and the 5-7-5-7-7 syllable count of Japanese waka 和歌, developed in Silla. We may then conclude that the text transcribed on this wooden tablet is poetry.
In order to classify the text as poetry, its content should include an expression of human sentiments. As is evident in the translations presented in Table 6 , the writings on this tablet seem to describe the agony suffered by the speaker in this poem. To determine this possibility, we should proceed further to analyze the content of this text.
The graphs "熟犯" on line 1 of this poetry fragment would most likely mean "familiarized crime." This most likely describes a criminal act that occurred 5. A more literal translation of "plowed field" would be "turned-over, knocked-over things," and a more liberal translation would be "suppressed things." frequently, such that it became "familiarized crime." This might refer to anything from a minor crime to something major and large-scale, such as a revolt. Regardless of its magnitude, it seems that the term "familiarized crime" meant that it occurred repeatedly. There was in fact an increase in the number of armed revolts during the reign of Silla's King Hyegong (惠恭王, . 6 The poetic expression "familiarized crime" may have been used to avoid the directness of such terms as treason, rebellion, and revolt. Another poetic expression that could imply revolt would be "禾幷." This is a variant form of "耕," meaning "plowing the field" or "suppressing (flattening) things." This brings us to wonder if "耕" or "禾幷" was used to describe the suppression of an armed revolt.
Regardless of whether it describes a minor crime or an act of treachery against the throne, the speaker must have been a military figure (likely a general) dispatched to contain it. The wooden tablet was excavated from the site of Gyeongju's Anapji Pond, an artificial pond built within the boundary of Eastern Palace and where royal banquets were often held during the Silla period. Therefore, we might infer that a banquet was perhaps held there to console and laud this general. As seen from the second line, these banquets usually included performances on the geomungo (琴, "six-stringed lute"). The first and second lines seem to be an illustration of a banquet held to celebrate the general's achievement in successfully suppressing an armed revolt.
Although participating in an exclusive banquet, the speaker of this poem is not experiencing joy or pleasure. This is conveyed by the third and fourth lines. The speaker is reflecting upon his sleepless nights in grief (憂) and days in shame (辱). Although the speaker had fulfilled his duties, there is a feeling inside that weighs him down, making him feel like he is bearing (壬) the setting sun (送日). Here, the word "sun" should be understood as a literary metaphor for the power of the throne. In the fourth line, then, we find the speaker is reciting (念) Buddhist scriptures or dharma (法) like a prayer, in an attempt to fall asleep (宿). Considering the depth of his agony, the "熟犯" referred to in line 1 must not have been a "minor" crime but rather something graver, such as a treasonous uprising. This becomes clear by looking at how the speaker is publicly lauded for his deeds even as he agonizes in private, having been shaken by the event. Lines 1 and 2 build the temporal and spatial background, whereas lines 3 and 4 move to express the mental state of the speaker. With such analysis on the overall structure and flow of the verse, it can be stated with confidence that this wooden tablet contains expressions of human sentiment. Therefore, this text can be classified as a poetry mokgan and titled "Uyokga" 憂辱歌 ("Song of Grief and Shame"). Although "Uyok" 憂辱 appears in the third line and not the first, as it functions as a key term expressing the speaker's sentiments, it serves as an appropriate title to convey the overall theme of the verse.
Even while classifying this text as a poetry mokgan, we must concede there are many factors that still cast doubt on its status as such. For one, the text follows an unconventional metrical pattern in its transposition of six-character lines and five-character lines. Moreover, it does not follow the rules of even/odd composition (Ch. pingcefa 平仄法, method in composing hansi wherein even and odd tones should be in transposition) or rhyme. Although its content and sentiment strongly support its characterization as poetry, the lack of evidence of its conforming to conventional poetic practice leaves us to question whether it truly qualifies as poetry.
This leads us to the question of whether we can resolve such doubts. As long as we limit our analysis to the framework of hansi, this question would remain unresolved. Alternatively, we can hypothesize on the basis of this mokgan that a unique prosodic style distinct from that of hansi existed in Silla, or that the text was written in hansi form but was instead read in the language of Silla. Hyangga would be one example of a verse style that was written with unique prosody, i.e., Samgu yungmyeong 三句六名, and read by interpreting the text in the language of Silla.
However, there is no possibility that the written work on this wooden tablet is a work of hyangga. The most defining characteristic of hyangga in comparison to hansi is that it is composed for and by the masses in many cases, and the written text on this wooden tablet contains no indication of such intent. Rather, its context is aristocratic. In essence, the written piece is an impromptu recitation by an aristocrat or general at a banquet. Even from an orthographical perspective, it would most likely not be a hyangga piece. Works of hyangga are typified by adherence to hunju eumjong 訓主音從 7 as a premise of composition as well as by the appearance of postpositional particles and verbal endings in Korean. However, this particular composition does not contain mareum cheomgi (末音添 記, notation which shows the final sound of a Korean word, morpheme, and syllable) nor any evidence of grammatical elements in Korean. Therefore, it is not a hyangga.
An interesting aspect of the composition from a linguistic perspective is its word order. As shown by "剋 (verb) 熟犯 (object)" ("win over familiarized crime") and "指 (verb) 耕 (object)" ("point out to suppressing things"), lines 1 and 2 clearly follow the word order of classical Chinese, i.e., SVO. However, lines 3 and 4 follow the word order of the Korean language, i.e., SOV. Line 3, "憂辱□送日壬", would be translated into Korean as "grief and shame [ ] the setting sun (object) bearing (verb)," and line 4, or "是法念□宿," as "this scripture (object) reciting (verb) [ ] fall asleep." These are most definitely in Korean word order. Hereafter, the intermixing of word orders-Chinese word order in the introduction and development lines, and Korean word order in the turn and conclusion lines-is referred to as "mixed word order."
This mixed word order is also evident in the text of the "Suksega" 宿世歌 ("Song of a Previous Existence") mokgan excavated from the temple site of Neungsan-ri in Buyeo. Its introduction and development phrases in Table 7 below, i.e., "宿世結業 同生一處," follow a Chinese word order, whereas its turn and conclusion phrases, i.e., "是非相問 上拜白來," are in Korean word order (Kim 2003; Yi 2008) . Therefore, mixed word order seems to be prevalent not only in Silla verses, but also in those of Baekje. In examining these two verses together, it has now become apparent that mixed word order was common in both Silla and Baekje, and that such a prosodic convention was current for at least two hundred years.
The Neungsan-ri Temple Site Wooden Tablets are estimated to date from around the third quarter of the sixth century, and the Anapji Pond Wooden Tablets to around the third quarter of the eighth century. The fact that the practice of mixed word order was current for at least two centuries suggests that it took quite a long time for hansi conventions to become fully assimilated by the Korean literati. A person who is well-acquainted with Chinese characters (2005) has read "白來" as /*sʌlßora/ *라, suggesting that "來" is not used as a main verb. would not necessarily be skillful in expressing his sentiments in regulated verses i.e., in accordance with the restrictions of hansi. Examples of poetry that falls short of adhering to hansi conventions are prevalent: "Suksega," in which rules of even/odd composition or rhyme are not applied, "Uyokga," where sixcharacter lines and five-character lines are in transposition, and both the poems feature mixed word order. These kinds of compositions are hereafter referred to as irregular hansi, a category that needs to be newly defined as a separate entry within the realm of classical Korean poetry. As mentioned, it took at least two hundred years for the formal restrictions of hansi to be accepted and assimilated, and regular hansi to appear. Stage 3 in Table 8 above has yet to be dealt with in the history of Korean literature. It may be termed the "stage of irregular hansi" or the "stage of early hansi." It is hard to imagine that the Korean literati of the period skipped from stage 2 to stage 4, in other words, from writing hyangga to writing strict-form hansi. Insofar as they manifest the unique characteristics of stage 3, "Suksega" and "Uyokga" are of significant literary historical value.
In considering the concept of irregular hansi, the question arises whether the following example (Table 9) , should be categorized as irregular hansi. This paper would place it in the category of irregular hansi. Such categorization is due to the fact that rules of even/odd composition and rhyme are not followed, although its syllable count of seven-characters per line verse adheres to poetic convention. Many Buddhist hymns such as this one are examples of irregular hansi. 9 However, regular hansi begin to appear from the middle of ninth century. Prominent examples would be the hansi works of Choe Chiwon 崔致遠 (857-? CE). Most hansi pieces appearing on Goryeo period epitaphs also follow stringent rules of even/odd composition and rhyme (Ito 2008) .
Compared to Silla, Baekje was more sophisticated in its acceptance of Chinese literature. This is confirmed by the recently excavated "Enshrining Document of the Golden Śarīra" (金製舍利奉安記, 639 CE) from the Mireuk Temple site pagoda. Familiarization with regular hansi form seems to have occurred much earlier in Baekje as well. The poem inscribed on the "Stele of Sataek jijeok" (砂宅智積碑, 654 CE) was composed in the Chinese poetic form of parallel-style four-or six-character line poetery (Ch. Siliu pianliti 四六騈儷體). This poem and the aforementioned "Suksega" reveal the sophistication of hansi in Baekje. In Silla, poetry in parallel style is rather difficult to find, and only with the "Inscription on the Bell of King Seongdeok" (聖德王神鐘, 771 CE) do we begin to see hansi engraved on artifacts such as memorial stones and bells.
The "Suksega" and the verse on the "Stele of Sataek jijeok" from Baekje are comparable to the "Uyokga" and the verse on the "Inscription on the Bell of King Seongdeok" from Silla. Through a comparison of such evidence, we see that the timing of hansi acceptance in Baekje and Silla differed by some 120 to 200 years. 10 Baekje had accepted hansi early on because it did not have its own form of poetry. On the other hand, hyangga was already being composed in Silla, a fact that may have delayed the acceptance of hansi.
9. Jiesong (偈頌, songs praising Buddha's charitable deeds) appearing in the Chinese version of the Avatam . saka Sū tra or in the Samguk yusa of Iryeon 一然, mostly fall under this category as well (Gwon 1997b). 291). Further, a five-character line hansi known to have been written by Queen Jindeok (眞德女王, r. 647-654) of Silla for presentation to Emperor Taizong 太宗 of the Tang is recorded in both the Samguk sagi and Samguk yusa. This poem may be categorized as regular hansi in regard to its proper application of rhyme, but it is categorized here as an irregular hansi for its lack of even/odd composition.
10. Putting together historical evidence on the development and usage of writing systems as well as data on the advent of textual inscriptions on artifacts, Song (2007) has stated that Silla was about 150 years behind Baekje in the acceptance of literacy. It is interesting that a similar chronological gap is evident in the two kingdom's respective acceptance of hansi.
Gyeongju National Museum Wooden Tablet no. 1, "Mansinga" 万身歌 During the excavation process for the renovation of the art gallery of the Gyeongju National Museum in 2000, four sets of wooden tablets were discovered. Among these, only two sets had traces of ink. The wooden tablets were extracted from a well of about seven meters in depth, along with other relics including a convex roof tile inscribed with the characters "南宮之印" ("Seal of the South Palace") and a fragment of earthenware on which the character "舍" ("house") was inscribed. No precise age has been posited for these relics, but most are thought to date from some time in the Unified Silla period (668-935) (Gyeongju National Museum 2002).
Scholarly evidence from Korean linguistics will be crucial in estimating the manufacture date of the Gyeongju National Museum Wooden Tablet no. 1 (formerly known as Wooden Tablet no. 279). The sentence-final ending "哉" which appears on this wooden tablet is found only in two early texts; the "Record on the Creation of the Amitā yus Buddha Statue of Gamsan Temple" (甘山寺阿彌陀如來造像記, 720 CE) 11 and the "Record on the Making of Silla's Copy of the Avatam . saka Sutra" (華嚴經寫經造成記, 755 CE). In 11. While An (1992) has noted that this as an example of idu text, Nam (1991) has argued that it contains an example of the sentence-final ending "哉."
Image 27 Image 28 Image 29 Image 30 front front reverse reverse light of this, we may narrow down the production date of this wooden tablet to about the early eighth century. Images 27 through 30 above show the front and back of this wooden tablet. Its dimensions are 24.1×1.8×0.3 cm. It is a double-sided and fully-intact tablet with upper and lower parts undamaged. Also, there is no evidence of recycling on the tablet. However, one side of the tablet's central part has been intentionally damaged, most likely when it was originally discarded. The fact that this wooden tablet was found broken into five separate pieces when excavated also supports the claim that it was intentionally destroyed.
It is not difficult to determine the tablet's front and back sides. Since it is a double-sided tablet, one can safely conjecture that the surface with a blank space on the lower part constitutes the back side, and the other the front. There are no signs of a sharpened lower part or V-shaping, indicating that this was not a label mokgan. There is also no evidence of a punched hole, which allows us to conclude it was not a document mokgan. Therefore, this wooden tablet should be categorized as miscellaneous mokgan. The specific type of miscellaneous mokgan will be determined by further examining its content.
Thus far this tablet has not been the subject of in-depth research. Apart from Son (2006 Son ( , 2011 and Yi Yonghyeon (2010), there have been no other scholarly efforts at identifying its graphs and deciphering the text. In the following discussion, each graph on this wooden tablet will be identified and the text will be interpreted. For convenience, the previous efforts at identifying the graphs are compiled in Table 10 below. The first graph of side 1 has been identified as "万" or "百." Looking at Images 31 and 32 below, however, "万" 12 seems more probable. There is also an agreement in reading the second graph as "本." Son (2006 Son ( , 2011 suggested that the third graph (Images 35 and 36) can be read as "隶" or as "來." In this paper, "來" is chosen, but with a question mark attached. It is clear that the fourth graph is "身," the fifth "中," and the sixth "有."
The seventh graph (Images 43 and 44 below) is read in two ways-"叺" and "口入"-by Son (2006 Son ( , 2011 . Considering the graph sizes of the preceding "有" above and following "音" below, there is enough space for one graph between "有" and "音." It appears that one graph has been separated into what may look like two graphs when the wooden tablet was destroyed and split along the portion where this graph was written. Therefore, as suggested by Yi Yonghyeon (2010), the seventh graph is identified as a single graph, "史." Son (2006 Son ( , 2011 identified the eighth graph (Images 45 and 46) as the two characters "五月" or "五日." However, it is more likely to be a single graph, because the tablet consistently utilizes a set amount of space per graph. Thus, the eighth graph is identified as the single graph "音." Although the strokes are not perfectly clear, it is probable that this graph is a semi-cursive form of "音."
The ninth graph (Images 47 and 48) cannot be identified. The left side of the tablet where the ninth graph is written is one part that was broken off during the attempted destruction of the tablet. Because this part has been fractured and the brush strokes here are obscure, it is impossible to tell what graph was originally written here. Therefore, the ninth graph is left as unknown (□). Table  11 below is a summary of our discussion thus far. Now we turn to the identification of the graphs on the lower part of side 1. Although the traces of ink are relatively obscure, Images 49 and 50 further below can be read as "今" (Yi Yonghyeon 2010, Son 2011), and Images 51 and 52 as "日" (Son 2011). The fact that these graphs combined would form the word "今日" ("today") adds to the validity of this identification. Yi Yonghyeon (2010) has read "日" of "今日" as "白," but this is problematic because the first stroke of "白" is invisible.
Images 53 and 54 show parts where the wood was damaged and rough, which makes the text difficult to read. Yi Yonghyeon (2010) has suggested "龍," but here it is instead left as unknown. For the identification of the graph in Images 55 and 56, Son (2006 Son ( , 2011 has suggested "主" or "壬," and Yi Yonghyeon (2010) has proposed "王." Yi Yonghyeon (2010) identified the 12. In ancient Chinese and Korean, "万" was a variant of the Chinese character "萬," meaning "ten thousand(s)." preceding graph as "龍" and the graph in question as "王," interpreting the wooden tablet as one containing a ceremonial text for the Dragon King (龍王) in the well. Although the interpretation is accepted by some historians, the tablet here does not seem to be a ceremonial one when one considers that the writing is not in a zigzag direction.
13 Also, it is questionable whether "白" and "龍" are sound identifications. Yi's interpretation reads the phrase "今白龍王時" in Chinese word order and he translates it as "now when reporting to the Dragon King," but it should be noted that the text on this wooden tablet should be read in Korean word order from beginning to end, as discussed below.
If Images 55 and 56 are identified as "三," the graphs "今日□三" would be read in Korean word order as "today □ (Object) take (Verb)." There are examples in gugyeol from the Goryeo dynasty wherein the phonetic adaptation "三" is used to transcribe the verb-stem /sam-/삼-("take as"); with this in mind this graph is identified as "三". The following graph (Images 57 and 58) is precisely identified as "時" by Son (2006) and Yi Yonghyeon (2010) . Images 59 and 60 clearly indicate "爲" (Yi Yonghyeon 2010 , Son 2011 .
For the identification of Images 61 and 62, Son (2006 Son ( , 2011 has suggested "従" and "儀," respectively. Although the left radical of this graph is certainly "氵", the right side remains unclear. Considering classical writing practices 13. Some historians hypothesize that ceremonial writing appears in a zigzag direction. where "彳" is often written as "氵" (e.g. 淂 = 得), identification of this graph could possibly be "従 ?
."
14
The last graph on side 1 (Images 63 and 64) is written in a comparatively small size and tilted towards the right, thereby avoiding the damage on the lower-left part of the wood. Yi Yonghyeon (2010) has read this graph as "內," but it is more likely "支." It is noticeable that the third stroke of "支" begins at a high position and that the fourth stroke "乁" is rather short. However, there are many cases in writings on wooden tablets of ancient Korea (See Gaya National Research Institute of Cultural Heritage 2011, 107-109) where the third stroke of "支" does begin at a high position, the length of "乁" is very short, or the last stroke "丶" is omitted. Also, it should be highlighted that there would have been damage to the wood below and to the left of where this graph is located. Writing the graph while avoiding the damaged area would have limited the available space, reducing the length of the fourth graph "乁" and forcing the omission of "丶". With these assumptions in mind, this graph is conjectured to be "支 ?
." Table 12 above is a summary of the discussion so far. Now we turn to the identification of the text on side 2. The first graph of 14. When identifying this graph as the semi-cursive version of "従," it should be noted that what appears to be the first stroke on the left side "氵" is actually the first stroke of the right side of "従." side 2 has been read as "時" by Yi Yonghyeon (2010) and Son (2011), yet this graph looks quite different from the "時" seen on side 1. The left radical is most probably "貝," as it is similar in appearance to the left side of "賜" that will be discussed below. The only Chinese character that contains "貝" on the left side and a crossing of horizontal and vertical strokes on the right side is "財." Thus, this graph is tentatively identified as "財 ?
." The second graph has been read as "策" by both Yi Yonghyeon (2010) and Son (2011). However, the lower side deemed "朿" in their analyses is more likely "取." Looking at the shape of the graph, it is clear that this graph is a composite of "取" on the lower side and another graph on the upper side. Or, conversely, what comes above "取" may be taken for a separate graph. In such a case, it might be read as "以," but this leaves us with the issue that its size is unusually smaller than the other graphs on the tablet. Therefore, this graph should be identified as a graph that combines something similar to "以" in its upper part and "取" in its lower part, but there is no Chinese character that assumes such a shape. Therefore, it might be posited that this graph is a variant form of "冣" or "叢." There is a graph that is a variant form of "叢" where "林" or "艹" comes above "取." We may then conclude that this variant form is what appears here, and this graph is thus identified as "叢 ?
." The third graph is identified as "施" by Yi Yonghyeon (2010) and as "旅" by Son (2011), but it seems more likely that it is "旀 ?
." Any scholar familiar with Sino-graphic orthography including hyangchal, idu, and gugyeol will easily identify it as "旀 ?
." The fourth graph is read as "故" by Yi Yonghyeon (2010) and as "欲" by Son (2011), but this paper does not follow either of these identifications. The left side resembles "方" more than "古" and the right side "攵" more than "欠," indicating that this graph should be identified as "放."
The fifth graph is a cursive form of "賜." It was seen above in the first graph "財" of this line that the last two strokes of "貝" on the left radical can be written in the shape of "_". The right side of this "賜" is the same as the gugyeol graph "," which confirms that the fifth graph is indeed "賜." This graph "賜" is what initiated this paper.
The sixth graph, as accurately identified by Son (2006) and Yi Yonghyeon (2010), is "哉." Son (2011) assumed an additional graph followed in the space below "哉," but Image 29 indicates that this is simply a scratch on the wood. In fact, there appears to be no graph below this scratch. Table 13 below is a summary of the discussion thus far.
So far, the text on this wooden tablet has been identified in three parts. The following Table 14 presents a comprehensive summary of the identification of the text by this paper.
Taking a closer look at the graphs used here, they reveal an important characteristic of the text on this tablet. Namely, there appear to be many graphs typically used to write sentences in Sino-graphic orthography (chaja pyogibeop 借字 表記法), including hyangchal 鄕札, idu 吏讀, and gugyeol 口訣.
15 Wooden tablets are known to contain words that indicate names of people, institutions, and artifacts, but only a small number contain text with the sort of regulated language and evidence of Korean grammatical elements such as appear here. In other words, we can posit that the text on this wooden tablet is composed in either hyangchal or idu. By comparing the graphs used in the text of this mokgan to the graphs of hyangchal, idu, and gugyeol, this discussion will proceed to determine which of these notational systems is most similar to the one used on this tablet. 15 . Hyangchal refers to a notational system for transcribing Korean songs (i.e., hyangga 鄕歌) during the Silla period, while idu refers to a system of recording private and official documents. Gugyeol refers to the Korean reading of Chinese text in a broad sense, and in a narrower sense to the Korean glosses added to Chinese texts. The notational systems of hyangchal and idu are based on both the semantic and phonetic adaptation of Chinese characters. However, the system of gugyeol has its own system of graphs (termed gugyeolja 口訣字) originating from Chinese characters. The three systems are common in that their graphs were read by the application of either semantic or phonetic adaptation. The graph "万" is a variant of the character "萬." In hyangchal, "萬" is used as a phonetic adaptation of the Chinese character "萬." Examples of usage include "于萬隱," "身萬隱," and "干萬." In idu, there are no cases in which "萬" is used as a phonetic adaptation, and examples only show "萬" used for its original semantic value in a classical Chinese contexts. On the other hand, there is an example of gugyeol graph "" added onto numeral "萬" ("ten thousand") in the writings of interpretative gugyeol 釋讀口訣, which has attracted much scholarly attention. "萬" in the phrase "百 萬 阿僧祗 陀羅尼" (華嚴經疏 35:25) is semantically read as / The latter example in particular shows the compound term "本來," which modifies the following noun "瑠璃筒." Similarly, "本來" on this wooden tablet seems to function as an adverb modifying the following verb phrase.
Examples where "身" is used in hyangga include "此 身," "身萬隱," "身乙," "吾衣 身," and "身靡只." Since in all of these cases "身" would be read semantically as / * mom/ * 몸 or / * moma/ * 모마, the same graph on this wooden tablet may also be read semantically as / * mom/. In idu, a case in which "身" is read semantically only appears in a document that dates to after the thirteenth century, suggesting that the notational system on this mokgan is chronologically closer to hyangchal than to idu.
Examples where "中" is used in hyangga include "巷中," "世呂中," "根中," "汀理也中," "前良中," "一念惡中," and "海惡中." In all cases, "中" functions as a locative case marker. When it comes to locative markers, better known examples are found in the source texts of idu, such as in the "Engravings on Goguryeo Castle Wall" (高句麗城壁刻字, 445 CE), the "Silver Container from Seobongchong" (瑞鳳塚銀合杆, 451 CE), the "Silla Stone Stele at Jeokseong Mountain Fortress in Danyang" (丹陽新羅赤城碑, 551 CE?), and the "Record on the Making of Silla's Copy of the Avatam . saka Sutra" (華嚴經寫經造成記, 755 CE) (Yi 1981). The gugyeol graph "" originated from "中" and often functions as a locative marker. Therefore, the "中" on this tablet can be matched to a locative marker in hyangchal, idu, and gugyeol. The graph "中" is also frequently found on mokgan. Examples include "正月中" found on Wooden Tablet no. 218 from the Seongsan Mountain Fortress in Haman (sixth century), "形 丶 〻中" on Wooden Tablet no. 7 from the Neungsanri Temple site (sixth century), "經中" on Wooden Tablet no. 2 from the Weolseong Moat in Gyeongju (慶州月城垓子, seventh century), "三月中" on Wooden Tablet no. 1 from Bogam-ri in Naju (羅州伏岩里, seventh century), "六月中" found in the "Jwagwan daesikgi" 佐官貸食記 on the wooden tablet from Ssangbuk-ri in Buyeo (夫餘雙北里, seventh century), and "大龍王中" found on the wooden tablet from the site of Inyong Temple in Gyeongju (慶州仁容寺址, eighth century?). It may also be important to note that "中" is used as a locative case marker in Baekje wooden tablets as well.
The graphs "有史" are clearly a transcription of the Middle Korean /isi-/ (이시-, 있-in Modern Korean). The graph "有" is a semantic adaptation, and "史" is an example of a final-sound addition, which is a phonetic transcription of the final sound in a Korean word, morpheme, or syllable. The graph "有" is read semantically as /
is-/ * 잇-in "有叱下是," "有如," "有阿米," "有叱如," "有叱故," and "有叱下呂" in hyangchal. The graph "有" found in "有在等以" in the "Record on the Foundation of Jeongdo Temple" (1031 CE) is the oldest extant usage of "有" in idu. In hyangchal, "有" is only read semantically and never for its phonetic value. Further, existing data for idu suggest that "有" is read semantically from the eleventh century at the earliest. This suggests that the usage of "有" on this wooden tablet is closer to that of hyangchal than idu.
The graph "史" in "有史" represents syllable-final / * s/, and such usage of "史" is found in hyangchal. Examples include "皃史," "母史," "栢史," and "无史." In hyangga, this "史," if following "有," becomes "叱" as in the case of "有叱下是, 16 It should be noted that there are no examples of "史" being used as a morpheme-final or syllable-final in idu or gugyeol. This indicates that the notational system used to transcribe the text of this wooden tablet is closer to hyangchal than to idu or gugyeol. On wooden tablets, / * mas/ ( * 맛, "food" or "taste") is often transcribed as "㫑史," and thus it is reasonable to assume that "史" here also transcribes a syllable-final / * s/ * ㅅ (Yi 16. The Sino-Korean pronunciation of "史" or "" carries a sound value after that of diachronic change "/ Seungjae 2011a).
The graph "音" in "有史音," phonetically transcribing / * -m/, appears to grammatically combine with the stem / * isi-/ * 이시-. In hyangchal, examples in which "音" shows grammatical function include "就音," "執音乎," "獻乎理音如," "太平恨音叱如," "誓音," "岳音," "執音馬," "出隱伊音叱如支," "潤只沙音也," and "友伊音叱多." In idu, however, examples in which "音" has a grammatical function are scarce. This further supports the argument that the transcription system used on this mokgan is closer to hyangchal than to idu.
It is commonly known that "今日" ("today") would be deciphered as / * onʌl/ * 오 in Middle Korean. Considering that "今年" in written language corresponds to /olhʌy/ (올, "this year") in Middle Korean, it can be said that / * onʌl/ is a compound noun derived by the application of /l/-deletion rule to the morphological construction of / * ol (今) # nʌl (日)/. In historical sources of Korean, "今日" is used three times in hyangga. More importantly, "今日" that transcribes / * onʌl/ only appears in hyangchal and not in idu. Therefore, the appearance of "今日" here also serves as evidence that indicates that the notational system on this wooden tablet is closer to hyangchal than to idu.
The graph "三" on this tablet is an example of phonetic adaptation of the Chinese character "三," transcribing a verb stem / * sam-/ (삼-, "take as"). In interpretative gugyeol, this stem / * sam-/ is represented with gugyeol graph "三" of "爲三" or gugyeol graph "" of "爲." In idu, there are no examples in which the stem / * sam-/ is transcribed with the graph "三." In hyangchal, the stem / * sam-/ is transcribed in a different way: "沙音" in "沙音賜焉逸良" of the "Song of Eternally Accompanying All Sentient Beings" (恒順衆生歌) is one example of such. If we allow that the poetic work "Song of Mourning Two Generals" (悼二將歌) is an example of hyangga, it can be argued that "三" is also seen in hyangga. This is because "三" in the phrase "中 三烏賜 敎" is clearly a transcription of the verb-stem / * sam-/. The graphs "三時" should not be deciphered as the Modern Korean "세 시" ("three o'clock"). Up until the nineteenth century different times of day were designated with the names of the earthly branches (十二支), such as "子時" ("Hour of the Rat"), "丑時" ("Hour of the Ox"), "酉時" ("Hour of the Cock")." Thus, "三時" here is irrelevant to the modern conception of time. In this paper, it is rather seen as a compound of stem / The reason that the graph "時" should be read phonetically as honorific prefinal ending / * -si-/, despite the fact that all existing examples read it semantically, is because of the graph "爲" that follows. There are many ways to read "爲," but in this case it would be best to read it as / * -hʌ-/ * --. This argument is based on the usage of the gugyeol graph "", equivalent to "爲" uniquely distributed in interpretative gugyeol. As can be seen in many examples, such as "有 / hʌn/" is a gugyeol graph of "爲." On this tablet, the combination of the honorific pre-final ending and gerund suffix is transcribed as "時爲." Therefore, "時" is read as the honorific ending / * -si-/, and "爲" as / * hʌ/. In the notation on this tablet, the gerund suffix " /ʌn/" is omitted, which is characteristic of a writing practice often seen in ancient Korean source texts.
Among idu data, examples in which "爲" is read as / * hʌ/ appears primarily in "長逝爲□之" of the "Record on Creating Amitā yus Buddha Statue" (720 CE), followed by others such as "伎樂爲弥" in the "Record on the Making of Silla's Copy of the Avatam . saka Sutra" (755 CE) and "頂禮爲那, 隨喜爲內那" in the "Inscription on the Stone Statue of Vairocana from the second year of Tang Yongtai" (永泰二年銘石毘盧遮那佛造像銘, 766 CE). Examples in hyangga include "爲賜尸知, 爲內尸等焉" in the "Song of a Peaceful People" (安民歌) and "爲理古" in the "Song of Cheoyong" (處容歌).
The second graph from the end of side 1 appears to be "従 ?
." This "従" appears in neither hyangchal nor idu. However, the additional marker "" follows "従" in interpretative gugyeol when "従" is used in the same meaning as "隨, 逐" ("follow"). It can be inferred that this "従" should be read semantically as the stem of the verb / The last graph of side 1 appears to be "支 ?
." In hyangga, "攴" functions to instruct readers that a preceding graph should be semantically read (Kim Wanjin 1980) , and the same graph is usually transcribed as "支" in interpretative gugyeol (Yi Seungjae 1993) . It is interesting that "支 ? " is also used on this mokgan. It might be supposed to carry the same instructive function here as well. Now, we turn to the notational system of side 2. The first graph on side 2 appears to be "財 ? ." This "財" ("the riches," "wealth") does not appear in hyangchal and idu, and is also unseen in interpretative gugyeol.
The second graph appears to be "叢 ?
" ("gather"). This "叢" does not appear in any hyangchal, idu, or gugyeol text, but it evidently refers to the verb stem / mod-/ 몯-in Middle Korean. The graph following "叢 ? " can also only be "旀 ?
," which often appears in Sino-graphic orthography. In hyangga, "旀" appears in "古召旀" of the "Song of the Thousand-arm Avalokiteśvara" (禱千手觀音歌) and "爲旀" in the "Song of Widely Presenting Offerings" (廣修供養歌). In idu, "旀" appears in "言寂法師在旀, 照文皇太后君妃在旀" of the "Inscription on the Stone Pagoda of Galhang Temple" (葛項寺石塔記, 758 CE), and the graph "弥" with the same grammatical function and sound value / The fourth graph is most definitely "放" ("bring forward," "distribute"). There are no cases in idu texts where "放" is read semantically, but there are examples in hyangga, such as "放敎遣" in the "Song of Offering Flowers" (獻花歌) and "放" in the "Song of the Thousand-Armed Avalokiteś vara". In interpretative gugyeol, "放" is often supplemented with " /hʌ/" as the word stem "放-." On this wooden tablet, it can be said for certain that "放" should be read semantically as the verb stem / * noh-/ * 놓-. This is because it precedes the honorific pre-final ending "賜 / * -si-/". It is concerning the identification of the graph "賜" that this wooden tablet was brought under the attention of this paper. The right side of this graph resembles the gugyeol graph "," which immediately indicates that the graph is "賜," which poses the likelihood that the preceding graph is a verb. It is commonly accepted that "賜" transcribes the honorific pre-final suffix / * -si-/ * -시-. There are many examples in hyangga, including "好支賜烏隱, 慚肹伊賜等, 愛賜尸, 爲賜尸知," and "持以攴如賜烏隱," where the pre-final ending "賜" is used in accordance with the preceding honorific noun. In idu, "賜" appears in data from as early as the eighth century, including "爲賜" appearing in the "Engraving on the Bell of Mujin Temple" (745 CE), "爲內賜, 欲爲賜以, 成賜乎" in the "Record on the Making of Silla's Copy of the Avatam . saka Sutra" (755 CE), "過 去爲飛賜, 靈神賜那" in the "Inscription on the Stone Statue of Vairocana from the second year of Tang Yongtai" (766 CE), and "令賜矣" in the "Second Engraving on the Stele of Yeongcheon Cheongje" (永川菁堤碑其二, 798 CE). It continues to appear in idu texts through the first half of the eleventh century. In mokgan, "牒 垂賜 敎 在之" appears on the Wolseong Moat Wooden Tablet no. 2 (seventh century).
17 The "賜" from Gyeongju National Museum Wooden Tablet no. 1 dating to the early eighth century is also a comparatively early occurrence of "賜."
The last graph "哉" on side 2 is also noteworthy. This "哉" has been wellknown from the examples of "助在哉" from the "Record on Creating the Amitā yus Buddha Statue of Gamsan Temple" (720 CE) and "若大小便爲哉 若臥宿哉 若食喫哉 爲者" in the "Record on the Making of Silla's Copy of the Avatam . saka Sutra" (755 CE). The former is an example of "哉" as a sentencefinal ending, while the latter shows it as a conjunctive ending. In hyangchal, this "哉" is notated instead with "齊" or "制" (Nam 1991). Examples include "齊" in "墮支行齊, 逐內良齊, 多攴行齊, 禮爲白齊, 捨齊, 行齊, 悟內去齊, 捨齊," as well as "制" in "讚伊白制, 供爲白制." This "齊" is switched to the gugyeol graph "" and frequently used in interpretative gugyeol (Yi Seungjae 1993). The "放賜哉" on this mokgan corresponds to the Modern Korean /nohɨsinɨnguna/ (놓으시는구 나, "to let something be released"), indicating that "哉" here is used as a sentence-final ending.
The transcription system of this mokgan has thus far been analyzed at length. Known and unknown facts have been described in detail in an attempt to identify which transcription system-hyangchal, idu, or gugyeol-most resembles the one used on this wooden tablet. The following Table 15 is a summary of the discussion thus far. Each graph is marked as confirmed (o) or denied (x) as occurring in the hyangchal, idu, and gugyeol texts. The graph pairs "本來" and "今日" are considered as single units.
According to this table, the total number of graphs on this mokgan that are used in hyangchal is thirteen, idu seven, and gugyeol eleven. Interestingly, 17. The "賜" here is most likely be the oldest extant example of its use as an honorific pre-final ending. Table 15 . Graphs Appearing on Gyeongju National Museum Wooden Tablet no. 1
notations on this mokgan show the least number of matches with idu notations. This indicates that the notational system used in this mokgan is not idu. Although hyangchal and gugyeol have similar results, there are more corresponding notations with hyangchal. In fact, "本矣," "逐," and "齊" in hyangchal and "本來," "従," and "哉" on this mokgan, respectively, can also be included as corresponding data, increasing the number of matches to sixteen. Consequently, only three graphs on this mokgan ("時, 財, and 叢") do not correspond to any hyangchal data. Therefore, it might be posited that the text on this tablet was written in hyangchal.
However, it would be wrong to claim that out of the nineteen graphs on this tablet, sixteen are found in hyangga texts. This paper acknowledges the fact that the identification of four among the nineteen graphs on this tablet has not yet been finalized. Even so, the writing system of this mokgan is far more similar to hyangchal than to gugyeol. Gugyeol was a system used for making grammatical annotations in the process of glossing Chinese texts in Korean (Whitman et al. 2011) , whereas this tablet contains a newly created piece of writing by a person of Silla who was not referring back to any existing Chinese text. Because it is not a glossed work, there is no possibility that the notational system on this mokgan is gugyeol. Like hyangga, the written text on this tablet is a creative work, indicating that the notational system used should most closely resemble hyangchal.
Therefore, we can hypothesize that the text on this tablet is in fact a hyangga. To demonstrate this hypothesis, we must first prove that this tablet contains regulated language with specific rhythmic meter, and then show that it features expressions of human sentiments.
There is no evidence of line feed (separation of lines) in the text of this wooden tablet. This may convince some that the text on this tablet is not verse. However, such an argument can only operate within the framework of hansi. It is the norm to practice line feed in writing hansi, but the same does not apply to hyangga. Looking at examples of hyangga recorded in the Samguk yusa and Gyunyeojeon, there is no indication of line feed. Most works simply display a blank space between lines that seems to indicate a line separation. Thus, it can be said that the text on this wooden tablet was inscribed in a similar manner to hyangga. Such similarity would also support the hypothesis that the text on this wooden tablet is a hyangga.
It seems to be the case that three lines out of an eight or ten-line hyangga 18 18. Previous researchers have preferred "句," as in "八句體, 十句體," over "行" as in "八行體, 十行體" (both can be translated as eight-line, ten-line poems). In this paper, "line" (行), is chosen to Line B :
were inscribed on this wooden tablet. Table 16 above is a representation of the text, segmented by line. The segmentation above is in accordance with Korean linguistic standards. The line titled Line A for convenience would most likely end with a sentencefinal ending. Although one graph in "有史音□" remains unidentified, if we suppose this graph to be either "如" or the gugyeol graph "丨," this would conform perfectly with existing data of usage in hyangchal and gugyeol. In gugyeol, many sentences finish with /-ɨmsda/ (-). If translated into original Chinese characters for a better understanding, it would be equivalent to "-音叱如," read as /-ɨmsda/. The graphs "-音叱-" followed by a sentence-final ending "-如" would be a pre-final morpheme of modality with the meaning of "will (volition), must (appropriateness), may (possibility), can (ability)" (Nam 1993, 144; Bak 1997) . In hyangga, the /-ɨmsda/ is transcribed as "-音如, -音叱如, -音叱如支, -音叱多," as in the example "獻乎理音如, 太平恨音叱如, 出隱伊音叱如支, 友伊音叱多" (Yi Seungjae 1989, 220) . The pre-final modal "-音-" or "-音叱-" is only used preceding the sentence-final ending /-da/ (-如/多) (Bak 1997). This principle is also applied to interpretative gugyeol, apart from two exceptions. Assuming that "叱" of "-音叱-" is omitted on this mokgan, as in the case of "獻乎理音如," then the unidentified graph in "有史音□今日" could be replaced with the sentence-final ending "如," "丨," or "多." Therefore, it can be stated with high confidence that the sentence-final ending /-da/ must come in the place of □ here. Table 16 shows segmentation based on this sentence-final ending /-da/.
The correctness of such segmentation can also be confirmed with the beginning of Line B or "今日." The term "今日" ("today") appears at the beginning of line 1 in the songs "Song of Tus . ita Heaven" (兜率歌) and "Song in Praise of Tathā gata" (稱讚如來歌), and at the beginning of line 7 in the "Song of Repentance for Karmic Hindrances" (懺悔業障歌). Thus, segmentation should avoid the ambiguity in the meaning of "句," which can also mean "phrase" or "paragraph."
19. For the English interpretation of this text, see the following pages. result in "今日" coming at the beginning of a line as in Table 16 . Furthermore, because "今日" always comes at the beginning of an odd line, we might presume that the line beginning with "今日" in this wooden tablet is an odd line. Now, we turn to estimating where Line A would be in the line sequence and how many lines there would be. As previously discussed, Line A on this tablet ends with a sentence-final ending /-da/ -다. On the other hand, lines that typically end with /-da/ in hyangga are lines 4, 8, and 10. Examples where the ending /-da/ comes at the end of a fourth line include "獻乎理音如" in the "Song of Offering Flowers" (獻花歌), "知古如" in the "Song of a Peaceful People" (安民歌), "去如" in the "Song of the Yam Boy" (薯童謠), "置內乎多" in the "Song of the Thousand-Armed Avalokiteśvara" (禱千手觀音歌), "來如" in the "Song of Charity" (風謠), "未去遣省如" in the "Song of an Encounter with Thieves" (遇賊歌), "出隱伊音叱如支" in the "Song of Repentance for Karmic Hindrances" (懺悔業障歌), and "友伊音叱多" in the "Song of Eternally Following the Way of the Buddha" (常隨佛學歌). Examples where the ending /-da/ comes at the end of an eighth line include "知古如" in the "Song of a Peaceful People" and "有叱如" in the "Song of the Comet" (彗星歌), and examples in which the ending /-da/ appears at the end of a tenth line are "太平恨音叱如" in the "Song of a Peaceful People," "待是古如" in the "Song Presented to my Deceased Sister" (祭亡妹歌), and "宅都乎隱以多" in the "Song of an Encounter with Thieves." Therefore, Line A of this wooden tablet must be understood to be either a fourth or an eighth line. In other words, Lines A, B, and C are either fourth, fifth, sixth lines or eighth, ninth, tenth lines.
The segmentation of Lines B and C in Table 16 is considered based on where each appears on the wooden tablet. Looking at Images 27 and 28, there is space enough to write a full graph at the end of side 1. The fact that the author left this space blank and went on to side 2 suggests that this is a point of line break. The graph "財 ? " which occurs at the top of side 2 also suggest a new line. Looking at "哉" at the end of Line C, it can be inferred that Line B that begins with "今日" is the ninth line, and that Line C that begins with "財 ? " is the tenth line. As previously discussed, "哉" on this tablet is equivalent to "齊" or "制" in hyangga. Further, "齊" or "制" in hyangga are usually placed at the end of lines 4, 8, or 10. Examples of "齊" coming at the end of a line include "墮支行齊" (line 4) in the "Song of Longing for Jukjirang" (慕竹旨郞歌), "逐內良齊" (line 8) in the "Song in Praise of Giparang" (讚耆婆郞歌), "禮爲白齊" (line 8) in the "Song of Reverence to the Many Buddhas" (禮敬諸佛歌), "捨齊" (line 10) in the "Song of Repentance for Karmic Hindrances," "行齊" (line 10) in the "Song of Eternally Following the Way of the Buddha," "悟內去齊" (line 4) in the "Song of Universal Enlightenment" (普皆廻向歌), and "捨齊" (line 10) in the "Song of the Inexhaustion of Karmic Ties" (總結無盡歌). Similarly, "制" comes at the end of line 8 both in "讚伊白制" of the "Song in Praise of Tathā gata" and "供爲白制" of "Song of Widely Presenting Offerings." In summary, "齊" comes at the end of line 4 (twice), line 8 (twice), and line 10 (three times); "制" comes at the end of line 8 (twice). Hyangga is often categorized according to its form as either a four, eight, or ten-line poem; depending on the length, "齊" and "制" usually come in the final line. Considering the position of the sentence-final ending /-da/ as previously discussed, this wooden tablet would constitute either lines four, five and six or lines eight, nine, and ten. However, there are no cases in hyangga where "齊" and "制," equivalent to "哉" on this mokgan, come at the end of line six. Therefore, we must conclude that the three lines inscribed on this wooden tablet are lines eight, nine, and ten of a ten-line poem.
The validity of such a conclusion is strengthened by the fact that Line C, or the tenth line, stops at the center of side 2 on the tablet. There is a significant amount of space remaining empty where the verse might be continued on the lower part of side 2. Yet, this area is left blank. Such a large amount of blank space would seem to indicate that the author finished writing in the middle of side 2. In other words, the author had completely transcribed all ten lines of the hyangga and thus left the remaining space empty. Therefore, it can be posited that this wooden tablet contains a fragment of a ten-line hyangga (also referred to as a ten-phrase [sipgu 十句] hyangga).
Thus far, we have discussed how the line segmentation on this mokgan corresponds to line segmentation found in hyangga. Another prosodic convention of hyangga is samgu yungmyeong 三句六名. However, it remains unknown exactly what the terms "句" and "名" refer to. Scholarly opinions vary, making it difficult to make any definite conclusion. Thus, we defer to a later point the detailed discussion of the prosody used to compose this tablet's text. At this point, we will only confirm that many graphs typically used in hyangga are found on this mokgan, and that this text conforms to the segmentation of lines found in ten-line hyangga.
Let us go on to affirm that the content of this mokgan contains elements of human sentiments. Identification, decipherment, and modern language interpretation of line 8 are listed in the Table 17 below. Modern language interpretation is both in the form of direct (literal) translation and liberal translation. In the direct translation, some syntactic structures are modernized and some words or grammatical elements are placed within parentheses to stay close to the meaning in ancient Korean. In the liberal translation, metaphors are refined to fit the context.
In the direct translation, a topic marker /-ɨn/ -은 has been added to better represent the syntactic structure, and "essentially" or "naturally" has been added to appeal to the meaning of "appropriateness" inherent in the modality of "-音-" in "有史音□." The syntactic structure of this line is "X must be in Y." Simple though it may seem, caution is still required in deciding whether "be in" refers to location or ownership. Since the verb on this line is "有" and not "在," the line is probably closer to discussing ownership. According to such analysis, the syntactic structure of this line can be interpreted as "X must have Y." 20 In other words, the line can be interpreted as "X being included in Y" or "X having Y." Therefore, line 8 can be said to be ambiguous in meaning.
The graph "万" in the place of X and "身" in the place of Y in this structure would be the entire make up of line 8. However, it is difficult to infer what "万" in the X here indicates, making the overall interpretation of this line difficult. The word / * gol/ * 골, as previously discussed, is a native Korean word for the numeral "萬" ("ten thousand"). However, "万 must be in 身" or "萬 must have 身" are expressions clearly outside the realm of everyday speech, because "万" as a numeral "ten thousand" does not seem to directly relate to "身", i.e., "body." Interpreting "万" as a numeral is thus difficult to accept, and significantly complicates the translation.
Such peculiarity can be resolved when understanding this line in the context of grammar in poetry rather than the grammar of everyday language. The numeral "万" is a homonym of the noun "髓," indicating "bone marrow." Both "万" and "髓" in Chinese characters are read as / * gol/ in Korean by the application of semantic adaptation. This homonymity paves the way for resolving the semantic deviation of the sentence "万 must be in 身." This homonymity supports the replacement of "万" with "髓," which results in the semantically well-formed sentence "髓 must be in 身," i.e., "marrow must be in the (human) body." Then, the Korean word / * gol/ (髓) would naturally be in 20. In other words, the liberal translation above can be rendered, "the king (monarch) must essentially (naturally) have vassals or the people." Ten thousand must essentially (naturally) be in body.
Liberal Translation : 君主는 본래 (당연히) 臣下나 百姓들에게 있다.
The king must essentially be in the people.
antonymy to the Korean word / 21 To interpret this structure abstractly rather than in the context of the human body, / * gol/ (髓) would designate essence (精髓), core (核心), and center (中心), whereas / * mom/ (身) would designate non-essential (枝葉), emblem (表象), and peripheral (周邊). The fact that such poetic transfiguration needs to take place suggests that the text on this wooden tablet is not meant for practical purposes but is a poetry mokgan. Let us proceed to the ninth line.
The temporal adverb "今日" ("today") at the beginning of line 9 serves as further evidence that this text is a poetry mokgan. Label mokgan record the precise year, month, and day on which an object was shipped out or manufactured. Document mokgan also mark the date of documentation by recording a specific year, month, and day. These mokgan for practical purposes do not record relative dates such as "今日" ("today"). Similarly, the temporal adverb "今日" does not appear in idu, which is typically used to record facts. This indicates that this text is a type of miscellaneous mokgan. The word "今日" is used in "Song of Tus . ita Heaven" (兜率歌), "Song in Praise of Tathā gata" (稱讚如來歌), and "Song of Repentance for Karmic Hindrances" (懺悔業障歌), suggesting that this mokgan should be taken as a literary work of some sort, such as hyangga. It should be noted that "今日" here is a word of significance implying the many aspects discussed above.
The third graph on line 9 has not yet been identified. However, the syntactic structure of this line can still be determined. The basic structure of Korean verb /sam-/ 삼-would be "P-i Q-rɨl R-ro sam-" ("P takes Q as R"). Subject marker /-i/ -이, object marker /-rɨl/ -를, and goal marker /-ro/ -로 were usually omitted in ancient Korean writings. When writing poetry, necessary grammatical elements were often intentionally omitted. In this mokgan, subject marker /-i/ is not 21. The graph "万" is an example of semantic adaptation. However, the "万" may also be a graph of hun'ga 訓假 (Nam 1981), considering the semantic shift from "ten thousands" 万 to "marrow" 髓. written out, leaving little clue as to what would come in the place of P. However, it is the norm in everyday language for a personal noun rather than an inanimate noun to come in the place of P when used with the verb /sam-/ 삼-. Also, looking at how the verb /sam-/ in line 9 is combined with the honorific pre-final ending /-(ʌ)si-/ -()시-, it is likely that P is a person who is to be respected. Utilizing the opposing structure of / gol/ in Silla would either be one of "聖骨" (seonggol, "sacred bone") or "眞骨" (jingol, "true bone") status, to which only members of the royal family were promoted. Interestingly, not only the semantic reading of the character "髓," but the phonetic reading of the character "骨" involved in both "聖骨" and "眞骨," corresponds to the / * gol/ transcribed with "万" in this mokgan. Strictly speaking, the characters "髓" and "骨" each designate different things. In the opposing structure of / * gol/ (髓) vs. / * mom/ (身), however, the "骨" ("bone") is subsumed under / * gol/ (髓, "marrow"), as seen in the compound noun /golsu/ (骨髓).
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Therefore, the principle agent of the verb /sam-/ 삼-on line 9 is most definitely a person of high class, such as someone of "sacred bone" or "true bone" status. If so, the opposing / * mom/ (身) would symbolize his subjects, such as public officials (vassals) or the people. If compared to the poetic words of the "Song of a Peaceful People," / * gol/ (髓) would correspond to "君" ("king/monarch") and / * mom/ (身) to "臣民" ("vassals" or "the people"). 23 According to this analysis, the liberal translation of this line is written in Table 17 as "the king (monarch) must essentially (naturally) be in vassal or people." In other words, line 8 is interpreted as a description of a situation where the king (monarch) has become one with his people. Needless to say, the poetic expressions "万" and "身" on this mokgan are far more sophisticated in their symbolic representation than those of "君, 臣, 民" in the "Song of a Peaceful People."
The unidentified graph in line 9 is where Q or R would be placed. Between Q and R-both arguments of verb /sam-/-there is an instructive relationship of "Q-i R-ira" (Q is R). 24 Therefore, it is difficult to decide whether this unidentified 22. "Bone" is a rigid material supporting or containing a body or framework, and "marrow" is a soft fatty substance in the cavities of bones. Skull bone marrow (腦髓) is contained within the skull, and bone marrow (骨髓) in other bones. / * gol/ (髓, "marrow") should strictly be distinguished from / * gol / (骨, "bone").
23. In the "Song of a Peaceful People," "君," "臣," and "民" are compared to father, mother, and child, respectively. graph should be replaced with Q or R. This part has been left as [ ] in decipherment and translation, but it should be noted that the same position is where "中" ("center") comes in the "Song of Mourning Two Generals" (悼二將歌). It can be inferred from the context of this mokgan that a "standard" or "criteria" within a relief program or a system of tax collection could come in the place of [ ].
It is estimated that this verse was composed during the reign of King Seongdeok (聖德王, 702-737) of Silla. The record for the sixth year of King Seongdeok (707) in the "Silla Annals" section of the Samguk sagi states "in spring many people were dying of starvation, so daily allotments of three doe 25 (升) of millet were distributed per person until the seventh month." In the Samguk yusa, the same event is also described as "a standard measurement of three doe [of grain] per day per person was distributed for a total of 300,500 seok" (一口一日三升爲式 終事而計 三十萬五百碩也).
26 Seeing how this event was recorded in two individual histories, it must have been of great significance. It is supposed here that "爲式" of "一口一日三升爲式" corresponds to the "□三時爲" on line 9 of this poem. In other words, "式", or "standard," as in the standard of "three doe per day per person" would likely come in the place of □ on line 9. This "式" works as a criteria in the relief program, but would at the same time work as a standard in a system of tax collections, for instance.
The graphs "従 ?
" at the end of line 9 are deciphered as / * joch/ * 좇 and translated as "following." Semantic reading of "従" also fits with the instructive function of the following graph "支." The verb / * joch-/ should be preceded by a noun or noun phrase. Since the preceding elements are a combination of verbstem /sam-/ 삼-and honorific pre-final ending /-(ʌ)si-/ -()시-, there is a need to nominalize the verbal form / * samʌsi -/ 삼시-. Thus, the gerund suffix /-(ʌ)n/ - has been added in deciphering "三時爲." This addition is sensible, since gerund suffixes were often omitted in transcription in ancient Korea. It has already been noted that /h/ ㅎ was inserted between the honorific /-(ʌ)si -/ and a directly following gerund suffix /-(ʌ)n/. The graphs "三時爲" would form the morphological structure of / * sam + ʌsi + ʌn/ (삼+시+), but the insertion of /h/ makes it seem like a structure of / * sam + ʌsi + hʌn/ (삼+시+). This is transcribed as "三時爲" on this wooden tablet. Now, we proceed to a discussion of the last line, line 10.
25. The measure noun "doe" 되 in Korean (transcribed as "升" in Chinese), is a measurement for grain.
26. Samguk yusa, "King Seongdeok" 聖德王. The graph "財 ? " that comes at the beginning of line 10 is an object of following verbs "叢 ? " ("gather") and "放" ("bring forward," "distribute"). However, it is difficult to find a case where "財" is semantically read in vernacular Korean. Although there is the example of /c h yənryang/ 쳔량 (月印釋譜 12: 22), it originates from the Chinese word "錢粮." The semantic reading of "物," i.e., / * gas/ * 갓 as well as the semantic reading of "富," i.e., / * gazʌmyəl-/ 가멸-may be considered, but it is doubtful that these candidates carry the same nuance as "財," i.e., the riches or wealth. Therefore, "財" is left as it is in Table 19 , with hope for better decipherment in the future.
The second graph "叢 ? " ("gather") is semantically read as verb / * mod-/ 몯-. In Middle Korean, this verb functions both as intransitive and a transitive verb. In Modern Korean, the verb has differentiated into the intransitive verb /moi-/ 모이-and the transitive verb /moɨ-/ 모으-. It is commonly known that the graph "旀 ? " frequently used in Sino-graphic orthography corresponds to conjunctive ending /-myə/ -며 ("and") in Modern Korean. On this mokgan, it seems that its usage is stronger in meaning to "simultaneously." In other words, the line is interpreted as "gathers the riches (or wealth), while simultaneously bringing it forward."
The fourth graph "放" ("bring forward," "distribute") is also semantically read as verb /noh-/ 놓-. The following graph "賜" corresponds to the honorific ending /-(ʌ)si-/ -()시-. With the addition of an honorific ending, the principle agent of the verb "叢" ("gather") and the verb "放" ("bring forward," "distribute") would be someone of high social class, such as a member of the sacred bone (seonggol) or true bone (jingol) ranks in this mokgan, or gun "君" ("king/monarch") in the "Song of a Peaceful People."
The entry for the twenty-first year of King Seongdeok (722 CE) of the "Silla Annals" section of the Samguk sagi states, "in autumn, in the eighth moon, [the king] gave land 27 (丁田) to the people for the first time" (秋八月 始給百姓丁田).
on this wooden tablet is poetry. The poetic meter in this poetry fragment coincides with that of hyangga and the notational system closely resembles hyangchal. In summary, the written text on this wooden tablet can be said to be a work of Silla hyangga. This paper has taken the liberty to suggest the title of this hyangga fragment as "Mansinga" 万身歌 ("Song of the Marrow and the Body") or "Manjaega"
万財歌 ("Song of Ten Thousand and Wealth"). Although "Manjaega" would be more contextually appropriate, "財 ? " unfortunately has yet to be fully identified. Therefore, "Mansinga" ("Song of the Marrow and the Body") using the conclusive decipherment and sophisticated metaphor seems to be the better candidate.
Conclusions
Gyeongju Anapji Pond Wooden Tablet no. 20 contains a fragment of Silla poetry. Entitling it "Uyokga" 憂辱歌 ("Song of Grief and Shame"), this study has identified and interpreted its text as follows: The spatial background of lines 1 and 2 is Gyeongju's Anapji Pond, and the temporal background the third quarter of the eighth century during the reign of Silla's King Hyegong. The poetic expressions "熟犯" and "耕" in line 1 are interpreted as symbolizing a revolt and its suppression. The speaker who took charge of the suppression is at an exclusive banquet to celebrate the occasion, but does not feel joy, as can be seen in lines 3 and 4. Indeed, he is in agony. Considering the content and overall structure, it is most definitely a poetry piece.
This poetry piece contains expressions lacking rhyme and deviates from poetic convention with regard to the number of characters per line (syllable count). It is also written in a mix of Chinese and Korean word order. Poetry pieces as such are designated as irregular hansi. Examples of irregular hansi have already been sought in the "Suksega" 宿世歌 mokgan, containing a poetic work dating to at least two hundred years before "Uyokga" 憂辱歌, which was manufactured in the third quarter of the eighth century. Therefore, it would be adequate to designate a phase of irregular hansi as a distinct stage in the developmental process of hansi composition in Korea.
Gyeongju National Museum Wooden Tablet no. 1 also contains a fragment of Silla poetry, for which this study proposes the title "Mansinga" 万身歌 ("Song of the Marrow and the Body"). Its identification and decipherment are summarized as follows: Out of the twenty-three graphs inscribed on this wooden tablet, only twenty-one are deemed identifiable. Counting each of the graph pairs "本來" and "今日" as one, a total of nineteen graphs are confirmed. Out of these nineteen graphs, at least thirteen, or at most sixteen, are also used in hyangchal, suggesting that there is close resemblance between the notational system used to compose the text on this wooden tablet and hyangchal. Therefore, this study hypothesizes that a hyangga was written on this wooden tablet. The line segmentation of the tablet's text has been compared to that of hyangga, under the assumption that the wooden tablet contains a work of hyangga. Results show significant prosodic similarity. Following this, this study proceeded to demonstrate how the wooden tablet arguably contains a text corresponding to lines 8-9-10 of a hyangga piece, which would have been a part of a larger tenline hyangga verse.
The semantic deviation of the sentence "ten thousand (万) must be in body (身)" can be resolved by the homonymity between "万" and "髓." Because both the Chinese characters are read as / * gol/ in Korean by the application of semantic adaptation, "万" can be substituted for "髓" in the process of decipherment. Through such substitution, "髓" is naturally opposed to "身" in the sentence "marrow (髓) must be in body (身)." Then, it was confirmed that the poetic expression of "君" from the "Song of a Peaceful People" is likened to "髓," indicating king or monarch, and "臣民" to "身," indicating the people. There was an occasion during the reign of Silla's King Seongdeok when land was distributed to the people, and the speaker is applauding this occasion. Such analysis of the content also resulted in the conclusion that this tablet records a fragment of Silla hyangga. The title of "Mansinga" 万身歌 ("Song of the Marrow and the Body") was then proposed.
"Uyokga" is a poetic work of aristocratic taste, whereas "Mansinga" reflects more of commoner consciousness. Although the poetic meter is imperfectly maintained, "Uyokga" takes the form of hansi, whereas "Mansinga" takes the form of hyangga based in native Korean. These two poetic works illustrate that varying social classes enjoyed and participated in different literary genres.
The author of "Uyokga" has taken personal agony as a poetic theme, but the author of "Mansinga" has chosen to express the joy and satisfaction of the people. The former is an expression of personal sentiments, and the latter of popular feelings. The former speaker is in a depressed and tormented state, whereas the latter is in a hopeful and joyful one. Although a coincidence, it is nevertheless interesting that the sentiments expressed in these two separate poetry mokgan are in stark contrast. It seems, however, that the contrasting sentiments are both honest reflections and reactions to specific events.
The entirety of "Uyokga" has been found, but only three of ten lines of "Mansinga" have been recovered. It may be inferred that the ten-line poem was separately inscribed on three different wooden tablets. Needless to say, it would be most fulfilling to locate the other two tablets.
Despite its length, this paper has much room for improvement. Some graphs remain unidentified, and others may be subject to logical contention. Welcoming criticism from multiple angles, I expect and hope for more erudite and rigorous identification and decipherment of these texts in the future.
